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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Metro Minnesota Toward Zero Deaths (TZD)
program began in 2012 with the hiring of a
regional TZD coordinator. Since 2012, the region
has undergone multiple staffing changes with
three separate individuals holding the position of
regional coordinator. The current Regional
Coordinator, Susan Youngs, began in the position
on October 16, 2013.
Additionally the region presents a unique set of
challenges for TZD. While containing only eight
counties, the state's two largest cities,
Minneapolis and St. Paul, represent slightly less
than half of the State's total population. Crash
data also indicates some divergences in types of
crashes as compared to the other regions. Both rear end crashes and bike and pedestrian crashes are
overrepresented in the Metro Region.

Leadership Team
Metro Minnesota TZD Co-chairs are Greg Coughlin, director of metro maintenance operations, MnDOT
Metro District, Captain Bruce Brynell, Minnesota State Patrol District 2500 and Captain Tim Rogotske,
Minnesota State Patrol District 2400. Susan Youngs also serves on the Leadership Team.

Metro Visioning Group
As part of leadership for the Metro Region, a Metro Visioning Group provides direction and assistance in
establishing a structured TZD effort throughout the region. Due to the high population of the Metro Region
and the unique type of crash over-representation, a different approach for TZD implementation in the
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region was selected. Instead of bringing the 4Es together region-wide, individual, county-specific TZD
coalitions, with representation by the 4Es within each individual county are being established. To date two
county coalitions, Ramsey and Dakota Counties, have been established (see Appendix A for Metro Visioning
Group agenda).

Regional Partnerships
TZD partnership efforts have continued throughout the region with a new county coalition being
established in Dakota County and initial outreach efforts made to Anoka County. The Ramsey County TZD
Coalition continued to meet regularly throughout the year with a focus on pedestrian crashes.

Region-wide TZD Efforts
Several region-wide TZD efforts also occurred throughout the year. Metro-specific educational materials
were developed and distributed to support the April distracted driving law enforcement wave. A TZD
quarterly newsletter was also created to share TZD efforts with stakeholders at a statewide level. To date,
three issues of the newsletter have been distributed. The region also participated in AT&T’s It Can Wait
challenge both times the event was offered. Finally, the regional coordinator hosted numerous TZD
informational tables with interested stakeholders as well as the general public to continue to share the TZD
message region-wide.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
In 2013, there were 387 of deaths on Minnesota roadways and 119 of these deaths occurred in the Metro
Region – an unacceptable number. A regional strategic plan was developed to identify goals and strategies
to accomplish the mission.

Mission
To move the Metro Region toward zero deaths on our roads, using education, enforcement, engineering,
emergency medical and trauma services.
Goal 1 – Reduce TZD Fatality and Serious Injuries
To continuously decrease traffic related fatalities and serious injuries in Metro Minnesota from the past 5year average (2009-2013) of 117 fatalities and 498 serious injuries.
Objectives
A.
To continuously increase regional seat belt use rates.
The statewide average was 94.8% in 2013.
B.
To examine the characteristics of the unbelted fatalities and serious injuries.
Calculation of seat belt use in fatal and serious crashes is possible with existing data.
C.
To continuously decrease the following:

Average Annual
number of:

5 year average 2009-2013 in Metro Region - Baseline Data
Alcohol
Speed
Distraction

Total

Fatalities

36

27

20

117

Fatal Crashes

33

25

17

107

Severe Injuries

103

79

96

498

Severe Injury
87
64
82
434
Crashes
Note: a crash may have more than one of the above listed or additional contributing factors

Total Metro Region-Baseline

Fatalities
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Fatal
Crashes

Severe
Injuries

Severe Injury
Crashes

2013 Total

119

111

528

449

2009-13 Total

585

533

2,490

2,169
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Goal 2- TZD Partnership Goals
To continuously increase TZD awareness and partnerships across the Metro Area of Minnesota for both the
general public and traffic safety professionals

1.

Establish the vision of TZD as a priority for all region, county, city (government agencies)

A.
B.
C.

Engage local government involvement in TZD steering committee and workshops
Educate/promote traffic safety awareness of city/county officials
Promote City/county employee education/policies that facilitate the TZD vision

(Activities: Recruitment of city and county to attend TZD event, giving TZD presentations to
boards/councils, mailings/connections to Network of Employers for Traffic Safety (NETS))

2.

Create and Strengthen partnerships in the region

A.
B.
C.

Engage stakeholders
Develop networking relationships
Recruit membership of the TZD partnership

(Activities: EMS Conference booth/presentation, regional workshop, web, calendar, statistics, workshop,
orientation)

3.

Promote & implement effective traffic safety initiatives in the region

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Develop and distribute resource materials
Provide enforcement wave support in community
Promote evidence based countermeasures
Collect data and statistics within region
Implement best practices within region

(Activities: web, brochure, one-pagers, presentations, news advisories, workshop, seatbelt observational
survey and omnibus survey, media messaging and media events, news releases re: activities woven into
existing messages, worksite education and policy development, parent component to drivers education,
sober cab development, youth enforcement and education activities)
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GOAL 1 – REDUCE TZD FATALITY AND SERIOUS INJURIES
The Toward Zero Deaths program focuses on the application of four strategic areas to reduce crashes –
education, enforcement, engineering and emergency trauma response. Working together, these efforts
will make a difference on Minnesota’s roadways.

County TZD Coalitions
Due to the large population of the Metro Region, individual county TZD coalitions are being established.
Currently two Metro counties have established coalitions – Ramsey County and Dakota County (see
Appendix B for sample coalition agendas).
Ramsey County
The Ramsey County TZD Coalition met monthly in 2014 and continued their TZD efforts. Group members
were able to connect and share traffic safety issues that were of particular individual interest and the group
supported those interests through various activities. Signal light enhancements (“blue light specials”),
pedestrian crashes and fatal reviews provided a primary focus for TZD activities.

“BLUE LIGHT SPECIALS” SIGNAL ENHANCEMENTS
Ramsey County is installing signal light enhancements at
several intersections throughout the county. The Ramsey
County Public Works Department received information that
county prosecutors wanted more details on how the lights
functioned. The TZD Coalition coordinated a “Blue Light
Special #101” event to present information on the new
lights to law enforcement, county attorneys and
prosecutors and other interested stakeholders. Erin
Laberee, Ramsey County Public Works, and Jerry
Kotzenmacher, MnDOT, provided presentations regarding
the signal light enhancements along with the TZD regional coordinator who presented information on the
TZD program.

Through discussion and a subsequent question and answer session, the coalition learned that working
directly with law enforcement on the location of the lights is of the upmost importance. Law enforcement
needs to watch for red light runners from a safe location and be able to clearly and comfortably view the
intersection. If the placement of the enhancement light does not permit for this, law enforcement may not
effectively be able to enforce red light running and the enhancement system may be under-utilized. An
active public involvement campaign is also essential to the success of the system as the general public
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needs to clearly understand why these lights are being installed and that red light running will be enforced.
To assist Ramsey County in developing a successful campaign, the collation brainstormed ideas and offered
suggestions in a subsequent coalition meeting.
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
Pedestrian crashes are over represented in the region with 20 of the 35
pedestrian fatalities in 2013 occurring in the metro area. Specifically in
Ramsey County, 50% of all traffic crashes in 2013 involved pedestrians.

Coalition members shared their concerns regarding these crashes with
MnDOT who in turn is conducting a study to better understand the
causation of the crashes. Additional efforts were also made at the
grassroots level to further mitigate the issue of the over-representation
of pedestrian crashes.
ST. PAUL PEDESTRIAN SAFETY WEEK
A citywide, weeklong enforcement and education campaign to highlight
awareness for pedestrian safety in St. Paul was held in early August. For
this year’s campaign, the TZD program collaborated with the St. Paul
Neighborhood Associations, St. Paul Walks and the St. Paul Police
Department. The regional coordinator organized a news conference to
announce the safety week event. Volunteers from the various
neighborhood associations distributed educational materials during the
week and St. Paul Police Department provided additional crosswalk
enforcement at key city intersections.
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FATAL REVIEWS
The coalition conducted fatal reviews on a regular basis to examine and identify trends in the crash data.
Two fatal reviews were conducted and included both pedestrian and auto crashes.
JUDICAL OUTREACH
Through discussions at coalition meetings, law enforcement raised a concern that information provided
with citation/ticket reports was not adequate enough for the ticket to uphold in court. The regional
coordinator and a representative from the Ramsey County Sherriff’s Office scheduled a meeting to discuss
this issue. The judges provided feedback on information currently being provided in the reports and
offered suggestions on additional information to include. Information requested included mentioning that
an officer is participating in a high-visibility campaign, so that a judge is not wondering why/how an officer
is working outside of their jurisdiction.

Dakota County
Dakota County traffic partners conducted their initial coalition meeting in March 2014 with all 4Es
represented. The group received information on greater Minnesota TZD program and current Metro TZD
efforts. Dakota County TZD continues to meet monthly and has decided to focus their safety efforts on
teen drivers by promoting parental involvement with teen driver education.
POINT OF IMPACT
Dakota County TZD has established a goal of conducting Point of Impact (POI) parental involvement classes
in each of the area high schools and driver education programs. To date, the group has conducted one POI
class which reached out to three area high schools. The group continues to strategize their efforts for
implementing POI to all schools in the county.
CONTROLLED DRINK
A controlled drink event was conducted in Dakota County to
promote the upcoming St. Patrick’s Day enforcement wave. The
event was structured to simulate a night out, and drinkers were
able to choose the strength of their drinks. Alcohol amounts were
served and closely regulated by enforcement officers. Additional
resources at the event included fatal vision goggles/bean bag toss,
and an informational table provided by Interceptor Ignition
Interlock. Law enforcement present mentioned that they had
pulled over motorists with the interlock device installed in their
cars, but admitted they were not sure how the machine worked.
They were glad to have this opportunity to learning more about the
device. Minnesotans for Safe Driving, the MN Safety Council and
DPS provided resources for the event (see Appendix C for media
coverage of the event).
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GOAL 2 – TZD PARTNERSHIP GOALS
Regional Partnerships:
Metro Area Safe Communities Coalition
The Metro Area Safe Communities Coalition (MASC) is comprised of TZD stakeholders that represent
Ramsey, Dakota, and Washington Counties. Each year the group has conducted a teen driving summit
reaching out to area driving educators, school resource officers, and school advisors. The regional TZD
coordinator supported their efforts by hosting an informational table at the event (see Appendix F for Teen
Summit Agenda).
In 2014, MASC underwent an organizational re-structuring to better align itself with TZD efforts. The
coalition has decided to serve as the steering committee for the metro region and will assist the regional
coordinator with forming county coalitions and planning the regional workshop. The group will meet again
in December to discuss future strategies.
Engineering
Low cost, high benefit engineering safety improvements continue on both state and local roadways.
Although many factors affect traffic-related fatalities – including the economy, driver behavior and weather
– many traffic safety professionals continue to look at proactive and systematic ways to reduce fatalities
and serious injuries due to crashes.
The county engineers continue to implement safety projects that were identified in the county highway
safety plans. The direction was to identify low cost, high benefit safety initiatives, e.g. rumble strips/rumble
stripes, curve delineation, improved edge lines, intersection lighting and intersection signing improvements
on the county system.

County Safety Projects
Signal Interconnect and Software System – various locations in Anoka
County
Traffic Signal Rebuild; Lengthen Turn Lanes – Coon Rapids Boulevard at
Springbrook Drive
Traffic Signal; Construct Left and Right Turn Lanes – Nowthen Boulevard
at Alpine Drive
Construct Traffic Signal; Turn Lanes at all Approach Legs – Hanson
Boulevard in Andover
Install Chevrons, Edgeline Stripes, Street Lights, Signing and Striping –
various locations in Chisago County
Re-align to remove skew; Install Street Lights, Signing and Striping

Amount $$$
$446,146.00
$468,000.00
$1,040,000.00
$842,400.00
$241,045.00
$110,558.00
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Improvements – Crosstown Boulevard at 93rd Avenue North
Construct ¾ Intersection with Median U-Turns and Left Turn Lane –
Highway 52 at 200th Street in Vermillion Township
Construct Westbound Turn Lane and Channelization – Cliff Road at
Nicollet Avenue in Burnsville
Installation of Overhead Signal Indications – Minneapolis citywide
Ground-in Edge Line Striping – Wayzata Boulevard & Bass Lake Road in
Hennepin County
Rebuild Traffic Signal; Develop Dedicated Left Turn Lanes – Maryland
Avenue at Payne Avenue in St. Paul
Red Light Confirmation Lights and Pedestrian Countdown Timers –
Various locations in Ramsey County
Conversion of Four Lane to Three Lane – Larpenteur Avenue (McMenemy
Street to Parkway Drive)
Traffic Signal Rebuild; Signal Interconnect, Red Light Running Systems,
Turn Lanes - Vierling Drive to Highway 169
Mill and Overlay – 17th Avenue to 10th Avenue
Install Rural Intersection Lighting - Metrowide
Total

$1,074,627.46
$783,552.00
$1,206,355.00
$84,500.00
$1,654,045.00
$469,000.00
$340,053.00
$1,101,600.00

$176,788.00
$10,038,669.46

Additional Regional Activities
TZD Quarterly Newsletter
A quarterly newsletter was
created in 2014 to share TZD
efforts with stakeholders
across the state. The Metro
TZD regional coordinator and statewide TZD coordinator served as editors while regional coordinators, TZD
co-chairs, and other TZD stakeholders submitted articles. Three editions of the newsletter were distributed
electronically and addressed the following traffic-related topics – distracted driving, current legislative
developments regarding traffic-safety, and DWI awareness and enforcement. The newsletter also served as
a tool to keep stakeholders who were unable to attend a regional workshop or annual conference
connected and abreast of TZD activities. (see Appendix D for July 2014 issue of newsletter.)
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Educational Cards
In conjunction with the Southeast Region’s pilot program, a metro-specific
area educational card was developed to promote April as Distracted
Driving Awareness month. Using the best practices equation of “Education
+ Enforcement = Changing Driving Behavior,” law enforcement officers
throughout the region were asked to distribute the cards on traffic
violation stops during April. In addition to the safety message and crash
facts relating to distracted driving, the card relayed the story of Shreya
Dixit, a young adult from the metro region who was killed while riding
home from college when the driver became distracted looking for an
object in the back seat of the car. The cards were also made available for
education awareness events in schools and in the workplace (see Appendix
D for full educational card).

AT&T It Can Wait Challenge – No Texting While Driving
Several high schools and TZD
stakeholders in the Metro Region
participated in the AT&T It Can Wait
Challenge. The challenge is a weeklong event to encourage motorists to never text while driving and
creates a friendly competition between participants by seeing who
can collect the most No Texting While Driving pledges.
In addition to local high schools, battle lines were drawn between
several TZD stakeholders in the Metro Region as the Office of Traffic
Safety and Technology and the Metro Traffic Division competed
against one another.
Metro Area
MnDOT
employees also
were given an opportunity to sign a No Texting While
Driving banner to further show their support for this
important message. Metro Region TZD coalitions
joined in the battle as Ramsey County competed
against Dakota County.
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Additionally, the regional TZD coordinator hosted
information tables at participating high schools where
the students learned more about distracted and
impaired driving by playing the Distract a Match game
and experiencing fatal vision goggles. By the end of
the challenge, over 2,000 pledges were collected in the
Metro Region alone.
Information Tables & Presentations
Throughout FY 2014, the regional TZD coordinator
staffed several information tables to support TZD
efforts. This opportunity was also used to spread local
TZD messages, general traffic safety messages, and to
support and strengthen partnerships with local traffic safety efforts. Information tables included, but not
limited to area high schools, MADD 5K Walk, Shreya Dixit Walk, Minnesota Driver and Traffic Safety
Education conference, Minneapolis Community and Technical College’s Operation Recovery event, and the
TZD Annual Conference.
TZD presentations were also provided at the Metro Area Pre-Screening meeting and to other traffic safety
stakeholders in efforts to develop TZD efforts in the Metro Region. Presentations and TZD efforts are
expected to continue in the Metro Region into FY 2015.
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Appendices

A – Metro Visioning Group
B – Examples of TZD County Coalition Agenda
C – News Release and Media Coverage of Controlled Drink Event
D – TZD Quarterly Newsletter July 2014
E – Distracted Driving Educational Card
F – Teen Summit Agenda
G – Metro Minnesota TZD One-Pager
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